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of theAcidof BoraxorSedativeSalt.
VI. On the Decomposition
By Lawrencede Crell, M. D. F. R. S. Lond.and Edinb.
andM. R. L A. Translated
from the German.
Read February 7,

1799.

THE salt called Borax,so useful in variousmanufacturesand
arts,and hithertoimportedonly fromThibetand Persia,or, in
small quantities,fromTranquebar,*has ever excitedthe attention of naturalphilosophers. This attentionwas principally
rsalt) containedin it; its
directedto the acid (called sedative
othercomponentpart,the alkalinesalt, (sodaor natron,)being
better known, and found in many other naturalproductions,
eitheralone,or in conjunctionwith otheracids. The acidabovementionedhas hithertobeen discoveredonly by HOFER, in the
lagone of Castelnuovo; by MARTINOVICH, in the petroleumof
Gallicia,? mixed with alkaline earth; and by Mr. WESTRUMB,
near Luneburg. The scarcity of this acid, and its being found
only in the substances and situations abovementioned,occasioned a supposition,in the minds of those who minutely observe and examinethe course of nature, that it is not a simple
substance, but is formed afresh from a variety of other substances, previously decomposed, by a singular coincidenceof
operative causes; and, consequently, that it belongs to compounds.
* DEMACHY'S
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Dr. DE CRELLon the Decompositionu,
Numeroushave been the experimentsmade by chemists,who
supposed they had formed this salt by composition: some
described experiments, which they declared to have succeeded
with them, though they always failed, when attempted by
others; * from which, LEONHARDI concludes, that nothing more
can be expected from any similar attempts to produce sedative
salt.t
I was surprised that these chemists hadl never (so far as I
knew) examinedthe subjectby the way of analysis, and endeavoured to decomposethe sedative salt alreadyformed by nature.
Indeed,no great hopes of success,could be entertained,as daily
experienceshows, that though this salt be kept fluid, in the hottest fire, for many hours together,till it becomes a vitrifiedsubstance, yet, when it is afterwardsdissolved in distilledwater, the
solution is complete,without any residuum, and it then shoots
into crystals of precisely the same salt as before. Notwithstanding all this, when I reflected, that borax is generated
only in certain climates of the East, and that its acid is found
only in particularsubstancesand situations,as has been already
mentioned, I could not but suppose the latter to be the produce of a new formation. This being premised, I considered
maturely in what manner the decomposition of this new and
extraordinary

compound might be attempted.

Admitting the

composition to be formed by the coalitionof a numberof diffe,
rent substances,it seemed not improbablebut that an acid, penetrating into and dissolving the whole mass, would rather
*
]

See FucHs Gescbichtedes Boraxis.
MACQOUER'S Dictionary,translatedby LEONHARDI, 2d edit..Vol. V. p. 588.
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associatewith some than with othersof its variouscomponent
parts, and thus producea separationor changeof the latte
Besides,as the sedativesalt,strongas its operationis (in a high
degreeof heat)uponalmostall neutralsalts,hasbuta fainttaste
of acid,it might be supposed,that its acid is containedwithin
some unknownspeciesof earth,intimatelycombined;or within
some sort of inflammablematter; or, accordingto a phrase
used in the new system, there might-be a deficiencyof acid
matter; that, therefore,some more powerfulacid would probably separate and dissolve the earthy particles, destroy or
changethe inflammablematter,or impartthe acid it might be~
supposed to want.
My choice, among the different acids, was fixed upon that
particularone which, though not always quick in its operation,
never fails to penetrate deep into all soluble substances, is
nearly related to all inflammable bodires) and possesses an

abundance of acid matter; I mean the oxygenated muriatic
acid, prepared with manganese. In the application of this
menstruum,I resolved to follow the practice established by the
constant experience of both ancient and modern chemists;
which has taught us, that difficult decompositions-of parts
closely united, are more easily effected by a gentle, long continued, digestive heat, and repeated distillation of the same
menstruum, than by a heat which is.more violent, and operates
more quickly.
I first made some preliminarye xperiments, in order to
,judgewhat probability there might be of success.
Experiment i. I poured an ounce and a half of the aboveiumentionedacid upon two drams of sedative salt, in a retort, to

of the Acid of Borax..
which I adapteda properreceiver,and then placedthe mixture
in a gentle digestive heat, of from 14o to-2Oo of

FAHRENHEiT

The fluidwas distilledover very slowly, and the salt was dry
on the third day. The salt in the retortseemed unchanged;
nor hadthe marineacid:lost any thing of its usualsmell.
Exp. II. I pouredthe distilledfluidout of the receiverupon
the same salt, and exposedthemto the samedegreeof heat as
before. The salt again becamedry on the thirdday, but there
was yet no appearanceof any change.
Exp. Ill. I repeatedthe same processa thirdtime. I now
perceived,during the distillatory digestion, several bright yelp
low spots uiponthe salt, as it ascended the sides of the retort,

resemblingwell-formedammoniacalflowersof iron; moreof
which I discovered,afterthe entireexhaltion of the fluid.
Exp. IV. The above-change
inducedme to repeatthe distillation; andI then perceived,not only as many,buta nmuch
greater
number of bright yellow spots, some of which were even

much darkerin colour,and approachingto brown. A change
had now evidentlytaken place,which,change increasedupon
every repetitionof the process; I thereforejudged I might
follow this directionwith confidence. But, xvitha view to use
the greatest accuracyarid preca-ution
in my proceedingsand
observations,I resolvedto begin rmyworkoveragain.
FirSt,I procuredsome ounces of sedativesalt, which had
been obtained from borax by means of vitriolic acid; and then

preparedtwo quartsof the abovementioned
oxygenatedmuriatic
by
acid, distillingthree partsof :muriatic
acid with one partof
the purest manganese,in the usual manner; this I preserved
in a cool darkplace. Thus the substancesusedin the follow-s
ing experiments, were always of the same nature.
12
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Exp. v. I pouredthreeounces of the oxygenatedmuriatic
acid upon half an ounce of the sedativesalt, in a whiteglass
tubulatedretort. I used such a retort,that (in frequentlypouring backthe distilledfluid) I might not have to lute afreshthe
severalvessels,afterevery distillatorydigestion. For the same
reason also, I chose a tubulated receiver, the tube of which
gradually terminated in a point, in shape of a funnel. -This
tube passed into a phial, placed in such a manner that all the
fluid passing into the receiver dropped immediately into the
phial, the joinings of which were closed with bladder. To
close the tube of the retort, I did not think it right to use a
waxed cork, (though it closes very tight,) because it might be
corroded;and also, becausethe vapours,droppingfrom the cork,
might carry some fat and oily matter back into the retort. For
the same reason, I would not use any greasy lute; but closed
the joints of the glass stopper (which fitted remarkablyclose)
with a ring of fine sealing-wax, closely pressed upon it, but
which could easily be disengaged, after my work was done,
while the retort was still warm.:-and, as I was even afraid-of
an oily lute about the joints-of the receiver, I closed them up
with a ring of very fine white clay, which I fitted to them as
exactly as possible, by pressure; letting it stand several days,
to dry, and then carefullyfilling up all the cracks. Having made
this previousarrangement, and put the abovementionedingredients together, I sufferedthem to remain cold for twenty-four
hours at the end of which, the salt.was not entirelydissolved,
but, uponthe applicationof heat, the whole becamea clear fluid.*
This appearedto me so striking,that I endeavouredto obtain a confirmationof
it. I madea similarmixture, in the same proportions,which was not dissolvedso
long as it remainedcold; but was dissolved-by heat. When the solution cooled, a,
*
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The degree of heat in the sand was from 1800 to 240o by

which the fluid evaporatedvery slowly. During this operation,
there ascended, or rather crept up the sides of the retort, a considerablequantity of salt, in very loose flowers, rising pretty
high above the fluid, increasingby degrees, and chiefly occupying that half of the retort which received a greater degree of
heat than the other; but never the oppositeor colder half. In
four days, the fire being extinguished towards the evening of
the last, the fluid had evaporated,so as to leave the salt apparently dry. After cooling for some time, the bladderupon the
phial was moistenedby water, and the vessels were separated;
the sealing-wax also having been removed,andthe stoppertaken
out, the distilled fluid was poured back, through a glass funnel, upon the salt, without disturbing the lute.
Exp. vi. As soon as the fluid was added, the salt at the
bottom began by degrees to dissolve: that on the sides of the
retort did the same, after it was heated, but soon began to
form again: the solution appeared of a yellowish hue. In
general, however, the whole experiment took the same course
as in Exp. v. and the smell, both of the salt and the fluid,
seemed to be unchanged. T he only differencewas, that the
former did not appear like salt, (the crystallizationon the sides
excepted,) and in single detached crystals, but something like
a white, uniform, spongy, and, as it were, earthy mass. The
fluid was now again taken from the phial, as in Exp. v. and
poured back upon the salt.
Exp. VII. VIIi. and ix. During the third distillation, bright
small part of the salt (and a larger as the cold increased) precipitated,which was
dissolvedagain, by a fresh applicationof heat. But, with the degreeof heat I cmnployed, no morethan one partof salt woulddissolvein six parts of the aci,
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yellow spots began to appear upon the white flowers; and,
after the salt at the bottom had become dry, similar spots ape.
peared upon it, particularlyupon the lower surface. The fluid
was again; for the fourth time, poured upon the salt, and distilled; when the yellow spots and flowers-increasedin number.
This was also the case in the, fifth distillation.
Eap. x.- The fluid obtained by the- last experiment, which
had chanLgeda little in smell, and had acquired a particular
scent, almost as if some sebacic acid had combined with the
muriatic, was poured upon the salt, as before. The number of
yellow spots, which. had also become of a- darker hue, was
considerablyincreased. The salt had now been exposed, ever
since the vth. Exp. for thirty-two, days, to the digestive dirtillation; and the intermediate time between each distillation,
had been longer or shorter,in proportionto the degree of heat,
and to the time of kindling and extinguishing the fire. As
I now found, that business ofim'portance would prevent me
from continuing my labours for some months, I poured two
other -ounces of the muriatic acid upon the salt, besides the
fluid so often drawn off by distillation, and left the mixture at
rest.
Exp. xi. xii. xiii. xiv. When my business was finished, I
again undertook the distilling of the mixture, which had been
so long digesting in the cold, for the seventh time, and obtained
the same results as in Exp. x. Nor was there much difference
observed in the xiith. xiiith. and xivth. Experiments.
Exp. xv. I now poured the fluid obtainedby the xivth. Exp.
upon the salt, (which had acquiredmore and more yellow spots,
brighter in hue,) and then proceeded as before, till the salt bedry; upon which, when the retort was cool, I poured one
cQame
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ounce and three drams of the muriatic acid, in addition, and
allowed the mixture to digest gently for some days.
Exp. xvi. In this twelfth distillation, there appeareda large
quantity of flocculent sublimate, looking almost like branches,
hanging down, and in many places of a yellow colour; it extended even into the neck of the retort, and almost covered
the interior apertureof the tube.
Exp. xvii. The thirteenth distillation produced the same
phaenomena. Upon the lowermost surface of the mass of salt,
many light-brown spots appeared,as soon as the fluid was so
much evaporated that no more of it could be seen upon the
salt.
From all these circumstances, I now believed the mass of
salt, by a digestion of twenty-two days, and seven distillations,
from Exp. xi. to xvii. (that is, by a digestion of fifty-four
days, and thirteen distillations, in the whole,) to be so far decomposed,as to admit of a separationof some of its constituent
parts. I therefore supposed I might leave off applying only a
digestive war'rth and proceed to a greater degree of heat.
Exp. xviii. Having poured out the fluid obtained by Exp.
xvrii. and replaced the phial, I increased the degree of heat. By
this, the retort became quite obscured,first by fumes, and after.
wards by a quantity of white sublimate, attaching itself to all
its sides, which, however, had not the appearance of common
sedative salt. As I increased -the heat, the sublimate grew
darkerin colour; afterwardsbecame black and frothy; and, at
length, ran down the sides of the retort, in differentplaces, like
thick oil of hartshorn,the retort being almost wholly blackened
by it.
Exp. xix. While the retort was still warm, I poured into it
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the fluid obtained by Exp. xvii. having first warmed it a little;
when, almost in the same instant, a very agreeable pheenome-.
non took place<.Crystals, perfectlywhite, shot forth.suddenly,
and all at once, from every part of the black mass covering
the sides of the retort. The distillationbeing continued, these
crystals were at length dissolved, and entirely removed. The
supernatant fluid was, as usual, almost colourless.

When the
mass of salt appeared dry, the fire was increased as in Exp.

xviii. and the same appearances as above related took place:
first, the sublimate appeared white, then black, frothy, and
flowing down the sides.
E.p. xx. I proceeded, as Gin Exp. xix. to pour back the
distilled fluid. Instantly a number of the whitest crystals shot
forth from the black ground, forming small groups; but theretort was cracked.
Exp. xxi. I thereforetook all the vessels asunder,and shook
the retort well, till whatever hung upon its sides was dissolved
then distilled the fluid in another retort, till the mass of salt
appearedquite dry. I now put the retort into a crucible, surrounded it with sand, fitted another receiver to it, and placed
the crucible in an open fire. First, some sublimate was produced, towards the neck of the retort, (but which vanished as
the heat increased,) and then a small portion of fluid, (hardly
more than a dram, or a dram and a half,) which appearedto
smell a little of the sebacic acid. At the bottom, of the retort
was a blackish mass, a, and likewise some sublimate, b, which,
by its varied appearance,seemed to be of a two-fold nature.
Exp. XXIu. The residuum taken out of the broken retort
had a spongy appearance, and swam upon water; it had a
blackish colour, and weighed three drams and ten grains.
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Being exposed to the air, the blackish colour became lighter,
and inclining to grey. When digested in sixteen parts of distilled water, in the usual temperature,for two days and a half,
it did not all sink to the bottom; and, after being digested with
heat for twenty hours, it was not entirely dissolved: that part
which sank, was of a blackish brown. More water was then
added, and it was made to boil for two hours; it was afterrwards placed upon a paper filter, (the weight of which was
previouslyascertained,) and edulcoratedwith boiling distilled
water, till at last a proportionof twenty-six parts of water to
the substance had been used. After all the fluid, a, had passed
through, and the filter, with the residuum, had been dried in a
heat of 2120, for an hour and a half, the residuum,A, weighed,
exclusive of the filter, nineteen grains.
Exp. xxiii. The fluid, a, obtained by Exp. xxi. was suffered to evaporategradually, and yielded three drams and ten
grains of a white transparentsalt.
Exp. xxiv. This salt (obtained by Exp. xxiii.) was put into
a small retort, and exposed, in a crucible filled with sand, to
an open fire. It became of a blackish-browncolour, yielded
some sublimate,a, (about five grains,) a small portion of fluid,
b, and a blackish-brownresiduum,c, which grew lighter in colour, on being exposed to the air.
Exp. xxv. The fluid, b, (of Exp. xxiv.) smneltlike marine
acid, and precipitatednitrate of lead.
Exp. xxvi. The residuum,c, (of Exp. xxiv.) by the addition
of some water, became whiter, and was dissolved more water
having been added, it was digested with heat, by which the
matter was dissolved. The solution-being afterwardsfiltered, I
MDCCXCIX.
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obtained two drams and four grains of white salt: the residuum upon the filter weighed four grains.
Exp. XXVII. This salt (Exp. XXVI.)I again exposed to the
fire; when it yielded from twenty to thirty drops of acid liquor,
four grains of sublimate, and a residuum,which, being dissolved, yielded one dram and thirty-three grains of salt, a'nd left
two grains and a half, c, upon the filter.
The same salt, (obtained by Ex~p.XXVI.)being distilled, became of a brownish-grey colour; and, besides a few drops of
fluid, yielded not quite two grains of sublimate. On treating the
residuum with water, it yielded sixty-eight grains of salt, and
there were not quite two grains left upon the filter.
Exp. xxviii. On treating these sixty-eight grains of salt in
the same manner, they yielded a few drops of fluid, and two
grains of sublimnate:after filtration, there remainedforty-eight
grains of salt, and a residuum of hardly one grain and a half.
Exp. xxix. The same salt, treated in the same manner,
yielded a few drops, and a little sublimate; and, after filtration, thirty-five grains of salt, and a residuum of hardly one
grain.

Exp. xxx. On treating these thirty-five grains of salt in the
'sameway, they yielded, besides a very small quantity of fluid
and of sublimate, twenty-four grains of salt, and about three
quartersof a grain of residuum.
As I now discoveredthat the quantityof salt was continually
decreasing, and some coal separating from it, I thought it superiluous to endeavour to -decomposethe above twenty-four
grains any farther.
Exp. xxxi. The residuumn, , of Exp. XXII.was light, blackish,
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and like coal. I now pouredcommon concentratedmuriaticacid
upon three grains of it, and digested the mixture, for forty-two
hours, in a considerabledegree of heat, but no dissolution was
apparent. I then added smoking nitrous acid, and digested it
for twenty-fourhours, till it boiled, without any apparentdissolution. I added some sugar, (about two grains,) but without
effect, except that its colour grew yellowish. I now boiled the
fluid, till it all evaporatedin reddish-yellowvapours: there remaineda very black, thick, glutinous mass, smelling like burnt
sugar. Having addedthree ounces of water, the greatest partof
the blackishrfatter rose to the surface, and the water appeared
only a little tinged. The fluid part, indeed, became brown by
boiling; but, after rest and subsidence, it again grew clear. I
filteredit, a; then pouredtwo ounces more distilledwater upon
the residuum, and, after digesting, boiling, and filtering, added
the filteredfluid, b, to the former,a. After this treatment,there
remainedtwo grains of residuum, c.
Exp. xxxii. Having caused the fluid a, b, of Exp. xxxi. to
evaporate, it yielded a salt greyish-yellow mass, which very
quickly attractedthe moistureof the air. Being again dissolved
in water, and saturatedwith potash, a considerablequantity of
whitish earth was precipitated,very much resembling talc.
Exp. xxxiii. The residuum,c, of Exp. xXXI.which, besides
its insolubilityand lightness, had much of the external appearance of coal, was now thrown upon melted nitre, and it deflagrated. I placeda second cruciblewith melted nitre close to it,
and having, at the same moment, thrown into one the abovementionedresiduum, and into the other a quantity of common
charcoal pulverized, I could not observe the smallest differnce
in effect. Very little difference was also apparent, as to the
Bear
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residuum, j3. of Exp. XXII. C, of Exp. XXIV.and that of the

following experiments.
Exp. xxxiv. To obviatethe objection,that sedative salt alone
would perhaps deflagratewith melted nitre, I made that experiment also, but in vain. Not the smallest deflagrationtook
place, even when both were melted together for many hours.
Exp. xxxv. Another:objection may be made, namely, that
in distilling the muriatic acid from manganese, part of the
latter had passed over with the acid; and, in the frequentdistillations of the sedative salt, had been deposited upon it, and
thus deflagrated. But, on throwing fresh pulverizedor solid
manganese, either such as is usually sold, or quite pure, heated

to redness, into melted nitre, not the smallest deflagrationtook
place.
Exp. xxxvi. to L. Instead of the interruptedheat used in the
foregoing experiments, I now exposed half an ounce of the
salt, with three ounces of the oxygenated muriatic acid, to a
continuedheat, of between 20oo and 3oo0of FAHRENHEIT. The
fluid had nearly evaporatedin twenty-four hours. I changed
the phial, towardsthe close of the operation, for another, that
the formermight be gently heated, and the fluid by that means
be poured back, with the greater safety, upon the warm salt,
through the tube of the retort. In this manner, during an uninterruptedfire of fourteendays, the acid was fourteen times
distilled, and returnedupon the salt. On the third day, yellow
spots appeared. On the fourth, some particlesof oil or fat were
discovered,swimming on the surface of the fluid in the phial;
which particles, after cooling and emptying the phial, adhered
to -ts sides, so as to obscure its transparency. More or less of
these oily particleswere discovered in every successive opera-
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tion; and the oily matter, adhering to the inside of the glass,
increasedconsiderably.
Exp. LI. When the fluidwas distilled,the receiverwas changed,
andthe fire increased. A considerablequantityof sublimatewas
obtained, pretty white in colour, as was likewise the surface of
the mass of salt at the bottom of the retort; but, lower down, it
was almost of a light ash-grey. After the sublimate ceased to
arise, I diminishedthe fire.
Exp. LII. Upon the mass of the former experiment, I poured
the fluid obtainedby Exp. XLIX. and continued a gentle digestion. I very soon perceivedsomethingrising towardsthe surface,
and swimming upon it: after some hours, it, appearedto be a
thick wrinkled skin, like fat, or a skin of mould, increasing
in size, until it coveredthe whole surface. White spots of sublimate appearedupon it, but it did not sink. It assumed gradually a fine lemon colour; and some yellow matter, though
not in large quantity, ascended the sides of the retort. The
fluid having been gently distilled, and the receiver changed, I
placed the retort in an open fire; on which, more sublimate
soon appeared; but, not long after, it all vanished, and the retort lost its transparency. The mass contained in it began to
rise, first gently, and then violently, especially in the centre, in
large frothy bubbles. The distillation was finished, after ob-taining one dram of fluid, and when the frothy bubbling had
ceased. The retort being broken, that part where the bubbling
had been strongest, was found to be black; the upper surface
being covered with a thin greyish matter, under which a solid,
compact, and almost vitrifiedsubstance appeared. Upon this I
poured water, and dissolved it in the usual manner; filtered it,
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let it evaporate,and treated it as described above, Exp. xxII.xxx.

Exp. LIII. I obtaineda white salt, a, and some coal, b, (which
deflagratedbriskly with nitre,) in nearly the same proportions
as throughout the series of experiments described from Exp.
xxii. to xxxiII. which I will not repeat,on account of the little
variety observed in them; one-of them, however, deserves to
be distinguished from the rest.
Exp. LIV. I put six grains of the coal, b, (of Ezp. LIII.) in
three drams of common muriatic acid, and digested them for
two days, till the acid had gradually evaporated. I then added
one dramof the same acid, with one scruple of nitric acid, and,
when they had evaporated, boiled the residuum full half an
hour in distilled water. By this process, I obtained a red solution; and, having saturatedit with mild alkali, a sort of skin
rose to the surface, with some small pieces of a fat slippery
substance, a. A considerable quantity of loose earth, b, was
also precipitated,of a light brown colour.
Exp. LV. On throwing the floating pieces, a, (Exp. LIV.)
into a solution of caustic alkali, they dissolved; the solution
had a reddish-browncolour.
Exp. LVI. With the same solution of caustic alkali, I covered the light brown earth of Exp. LIV. As the solution
changed its colour to a reddish brown, the earth gradually became perfectly white.
Exp. LVII. To observe the affinityof other acids to the sedative salt, I poured six drains of nitrous acid upon two dramssof
the salt, with ten drams of the forementionedoxygenated muriatic acid; digested the mixture, and distilled it, in twenty-four
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hours, Witha gentle heat, Upon the fluid swam a white compact substance,and some small particlesof the same kind lay
at the bottom,which however rose, on the applicationof heat,
and swam about with the rest.
Exp. LVIII. to LXIII. I poured the whole distillation back
upon the salt, and, by means of a digesting heat, again drew
off a fluid, which appearedcoveredwith a thin fat skin. I then
poured the fluid back, distilled it again, and thus repeated the
process three times more. No phenomenon particularlyremarkable appeared, except that the thin fat skin grew more
inconsiderable,and at last seemed almost to vanish.
Exp. LXIV. The salt separatedfrom the fluid, by the gentle
distillationin Exp. LXIII. emitted now, by the forceof additional
heat, dark red vapours, as is usual in strong nitrous acid.
When the distillationwas at an end, the retort was exposed to
an open fire; but, during this operation, no black matter appeared; nor was any coal separatedfrom the mass, upon dissolving it in distilled water.*
Exp. LXV. I now tried the effect of a mixture of four drams
of strong vitriolic acid and twelve drams of the mluriaticacid,
repeating the usual digestion and distillation six times. I will
pass over other circumstances,and only mention, that after the
sixth distillationof the fluid, a stronger heat, and at length an
open fire, was applied; but hardly any fluid was produced
though the fire was so violent, that the whole mass appeared
to be melted down into one uniform compact substance.
Exp. LXVI. The vessels having cooled, the mass was of a
Here the aiitrous acid seemed to destroy, and carry off, the inflammable matter,
sooner than it couLldbecome coal; as it had before occasioned the oily and fat substance to vanish, in the beginning of this experiment.
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light milky colour throughout,without the least mixture of
brownor black,or any otherindicationof coal.* Beingsome
time exposedto the air, it becamemoist, and for a long time
attractedmuchwater,whichI causedto run off. At last it remainedprettydry; but the mass seemedto have diminished,
by at least one-fourthpart.
Here I will stop, for the present,in the descriptionof my
whichsufficientlytend to prove,in a generalway,
experiments,
of sedativesalt, andto show, that one of its
the decomposition
matter,whichmaybe converted
componentpartsis inflammable
into coal. I obtainedof true coal, (mixed with some earth,
experiand LIV.) accordingto the above-described
Exp. XXXII.
ments,(Exp. xxii. xxvi.-xxX.) thirtygrainsandthreequarters
in the whole; andby otherexperiments,often repeated,in general, one grain and a half, more or less. Every other substanceliableto be changedinto coal, (as gum,tartar,sugar,&c.)
suffersthis changeby a gentle heat, and deflagrateswith nitre,
in the degreeof heat necessaryto melt the former. But sedative salt can beara red heat for many hours, withoutshewing
any signs of becoming coal, of burning,or of deflagration.
Astonishingphanomenon! What menstruumpreservesit so
securelyagainstthe assaultof force,in a dissolvedstate,andyet
suffersitself to be separatedfrom it by more gentle meanss?
What power exists here, to protectthe inflammableparticles
(which afterwardsturn to coal) so effectuallyagainsta degree
of heat which nothingelse can resist? Of what natureis the
Perhaps here also the remark contained in the former note holds good: yet I aill
rather of opinion, that the vitriolic acid did not operate with sufficient strength to separate the component parts.
*

of the Acidof Borax.
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salt obtained in conjunctionwith the coal? These are all
questionswhich excite greatinterest,but which are not easily
answered. How far I have been successfulin resolvingthem
some subsequentEssays will show; which I shall have the
honourto lay beforethe RoyalISociety,as soon as I shall have
I have alreadymade.
sufficientlyrepeatedthe experi-ments
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